
To whom it may concern, 

We recently received a letter stating that a conditional permit has been applied for by 
the homeowners at 5889 Centerhill Church Road to open a camp. We would like to 
take the opportunity to express our concerns: 

•Can a camp open June 1 without a conditional permit but has requested one or 
do they have to wait for a final ruling? Camp in fact opened yesterday June 1, 
2021 (as well as today?) 

• Can a camp operate on a property address that is different from the address that 
they are requesting to operate a camp. Yes they own two both properties but 
are only permitting one of them. These ARE separate addresses. 

• Is the property that is used as the PE field which is on 336 Brook Hollow Ln. 
Loganville Ga. included in the CKC permit application, Fire 
Inspection, Exempt number and most of all insurance policy of a camp at 5889 
Centerhlll church road? If a child was injured on the Brook Hollow lane 
property would that child be covered under the camps insurance? The section 
used of this property is only seen I accessed from the back of 5889 Centerhill 
Church Road. 

•If CKC continues to use the backside of 336 Brook Hollow for camp use, how do 
we keep them from using the rest of the property which is in the Sandy Creek 
neighborhood. At this time they are using the back third of the lot. 

•Can they use the creek I stream area, build slides, concrete stairs and swings, 
have 150+ kids play in it and stay clear of any environmental concerns? 

•Noise- Yes, the camp can be heard in the surrounding neighborhoods and using 
property not included in the permit request increases the size of camp and the 
use of a megaphone more and more each year. Yes, this can negatively 
affect property value to residential property alongside the camp. 4 wheelers 
towing a train, runs all day can be heard as well as megaphones which can be 
heard outside as well as inside our house. It is simply not true that camp can 
not be heard by surrounding neighbors. 

• Since fencing is NOT in place in areas noted on the permit, how can we get this 
rectified. Campers can easily enter other properties via the stream or 
accidentally falling off the backside of 336 Brook Hollow Lane as well as 
simply walking up stream. 

• CKC has in the past had overnight dates listed on their registration form. Can 
this happen again in the future and what is to prevent this from happening? 

•A Friday Night Fright Fest was held last October 2020 at CKC by Kayla Shelnut -
This was in addition to the 15 days last year. 

•A one day camp was held in October 2020 at CKC by Kayla Shel nut - This was 
in addition to the 15 days last year. 

•The application states 15 days only. This seems to be a "grey11 area. How is this 
monitored or should these dates be on the application as well? Is there a 
consequence for adding days in the future by CKC or other family members? 
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We all know that there has been a social media campaign and petition in support of the 
camp. Our concerns have never been about a camper's experiences and happiness 
but safety and legalities. It is easy to see that campers are having a wonderful time at 
camp. The camp opened June 1, 2021 WITHOUT a permit in hand, we have been told 
by the zoning department this is not allowed. 

Many of our friends (from facebook) were contacted by a very close family friend I 
member to the Shelnut family to strongly urge them to ask us refrain from stating our 
concerns about the camp. These calls were aggressive in nature and 
borderline threatening and accusing, I have started to receive calls telling me to NOT 
show up at the June 3rd meeting. I can't imagine this is how CKC owners want their 
camp represented and hope that cyberbullying and harassment is NOT something CKC 
stands for. I did reach out to the directly to the women contacting my friends and offer 
my phone number for her to call me personally. She declined. 

Again, our concerns are about liability, environmental and children's safety and a permit 
application that actually contains both property addresses used for camp but not 
included in the application. 

Between the threats, harassment and hundreds of people who plan to show up 
Thursday, we do see a path to voice to express our concerns in person. 

Via facebook, Kevin Shelnut states that they "we just want to continue to have camp 
the way they always have for over a decade". Exactly to our point, many of those ways 
the camp has been run are not consistent with the Exempt regulations they have from 
the Georgia Department of Early Care and Learning and lacked proper permitting for 
over 12 years and offers many areas of concern. 
Please let us know if we need to do anything further to ensure that the town is aware of 
all of our concerns. 

Kindest Regards, 

Karl & Diana Kimmel 
917- 589-8457 


